Warranty conditions of DECKPLAST products
The manufacturer provides 5 years limited warranty
products in compliance with the instructions installation
I.

The warranty requires to DECKPLAST products decking, siding and base (padding) profile.

II.

The warranty is in force of splitting, breaking, decaying and rotting caused by mold and
insects.

III.

The warranty does not include cases such as :

1. Wrong installation of the products and/or in case of not following the instructions,
including the instance situation that there is not enough space between the boards;

2. Wrong use out of the instructions given in the technical document;
3. Replacing, deformation, flattening of the supporting structure (framework), on which
the products are mounted or moving the decking the another place;
4. Natural disasters (i.e. flood, hurricane, earthquake, thunder and others), ecological
conditions (pollution) or patches from foreign substances ( such as mud, grease,
etc.);
5. Change or fading in the color of the products;
6. Using chemicals or other substances eroding the material;
7. Wrong operating, preservation, not caring for the product by the Customer or
another person;
8. Breaking the profiles during transporting or getting hit;
9. Breaking the material while doing repairs on it;
10. Scratching the surface or damage, caused when hitting with rough or heavy substance;
11. The decking is mounted with length more than 5 meters for each plank;
12. Cases in which paints or polishes are used on the surface;
13. Cases in which the decking boards are used as columns, beams, cross-beams, pillars
or other similar loading segments or industrial aims.

IV.

In case of damage in warranty period, the Customer informs “ Inplast” LTD, as the firm after
confirming the fault change the faulty pieces by qualified agent or gives back an amount of
the mercenary price ( except expenses for installation and transport). The restored pieces will
be as near in color, design and quality as possible, but “Inplast” LTD does not guarantees exact
match of design and color because they change in time.

1. If the warranty require is made between the first and the tenth year from the
purchase date, the warranty value is calculated with the following table:
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2. Clipses and installing products are out of the warranty coverage.
V.

The warranty is in force, when showing the original warranty document, given out
when purchasing the product and a copy or original bill.

VI.

Recommendation – follow the instructions for installing and exploiting of the products
DECKPLAST, which will be provided to You from the trade facility when purchasing the
material.

DECKPLAST is a trademark of INPLAST Ltd.

